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ABSTRACT 
A t-cap in a geometry is a set of t points no three of which are collinear. A quadric 
in a projective geometry PG( n, 4) is a set of points x which satisfy x’Qx = 0, Q being 
an n + 1 by n + 1 matrix over GF( q). We show that in any Desarguesian projective 
geometry PG(2n, q), q odd, there exists a family of (q + 1).caps which obey the 
axioms for the lines in a projective geometry, and thus PG(2n, q) can be regarded as 
an incidence structure of caps. To arrive at this result, a special family of quadrics is 
considered, the intersections of whose members provide the caps in question. 
An incidence structure [l] is a triple S = (9, ‘%, 4), where T,%, 4 are sets 
with 
9nCB=0 and 4c9xCi3 
Let 9=(??,C,4) b e an incidence structure, where the elements of $?‘, C 
are called points and lines, respectively, while 4 is the incidence relation. If 
the well-known axioms for projective geometry hold, 4 is a projective geome- 
try. 
The subspaces of ‘J are defined to be those subsets 9’ of 9 for which the 
following condition holds: if p, 9 E $?‘, p * 9, then all the points on the 
(unique) line L E C containing p and 9 are in 55”. 
A trap in a geometry is a set of t points no three of which are collinear. In 
a plane they are called t-arcs. 
In [3] we showed that any Desarguesian projective geometry PG(2n, 92) 
is a disjoint union of caps. This result was arrived at by studying the 
intersections of a special family of Hermitian varieties. 
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On the other hand, quadrics and Hermitian varieties being related struc- 
tures [2, Chapter 51, one is led to ask oneself what, if anything, can be 
obtained when the intersection pattern of certain families of quadrics is 
considered. As a result, we are going to show that a finite Desarguesian 
projective geometry of even dimension and odd order can be regarded as an 
incidence system of (Q + l)-caps; we shall explain later why we place these 
restrictions on the order and dimension. To obtain this result, one needs to 
consider a family of quad&s in PG(2n, q), 9 odd. 




x= . . 
\ X2” 
If Q is a symmetric 2n + 1 by 2n + 1 matrix over GF(q), 9 odd, the set of 
points x satisfying x’Qx = 0 is called a quadric; when n = 1, i.e. in a 
projective plane, this is a conic. We denote the quadric X’QX = 0 by {Q}. 
Throughout this paper, mi will stand for the number (9i - 1)/(9 - l), 
0 < i < 2n + 1. The number of points of PG(2n, 9) is therefore msn+i; also, 
mo=O,m,=l. 
The quadric {Q} is said to be nondegenerate if no change of variables 
reduces the quadratic form xTQx to one in fewer variables. For 9 odd, the 
quadric {Q} is nondegenerate if and only if Q is nonsingular [2, p. 991. 
The number of points on a nondegenerate quadric in PG(2n, 9) is msn [2, 
p. 1091. 
We shall say that the intersection of zero quadrics is the whole geometry, 
and the intersection of one quadric is, of course, the quadric itself. 
A collection of quadrics in PG(2n, 9) wiU be called dependent or indepen- 
dent according as the corresponding collection of symmetric matrices is one 
or the other. By a linear combination of quadrics we shall mean the obvious 
thing. 
Let Q’ be a symmetric 2n + 1 by 2n + 1 matrix over GF(q), 9 odd, with 
characteristic polynomial &,+ i( r), irreducible over GF(q). The existence of 
such a matrix is a consequence of [4, Theorem 34.5, p. 591. Since Q’ satisfies 
&,+i(Q’) = 0, the polynomials p(Q’) over GF(q) form a field GF($“+‘). 
Let Q be a primitive root of this field, satisfying the irreducible equation 
nznt l(Q) = 0. TINS r)2n+ 1 (x) is the characteristic and minimal polynomial 
of Q. 
Let p be a characteristic root of Q. Then pr is a characteristic root of Qr. 
The smallest positive power of y belonging to GF(q) is the msn+ith. Hence 
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the characteristic polynomials of the matrices Q”, i = 1,2,. . . ,m2n+l - 1, have 
no roots in GF(q). Thus, if we consider the family 2 = <Qi : i = 0, 1, . . . , 
mzn+1, - l}, the polynomials ]Qi - hQ j] have no roots in GF( 9) for any 
Qi,QJ=2, i* j. 
We denote by (9) the collection of quad&s {Qi>, Qi E 9. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are very similar to the Lemmas by the same numbers 
in [3]. 
LEMMA 1. Given the independent 9uadrics {Q1}, . . ,{ Q,,,}, consider the 
collection I? of all their linear combinations over GF( 9). Then for any n > m, 
the com?7u)n intersection of any n guadrics from r, m of which are indepen- 
dent, is the same point set. 
Proof. The system of equations 
F cijxTQjx = 0, i=1,2 n, >.**> 
j=l 
reduces to the system xTQjx = 0, j= 1,2,. . . ,m. 
LEMMA 2. Any j independent 9uadrics from (C?,}, 0 < j< 2n + 1, inter- 
sect on mgn _ i+ 1 poznts. 
Proof, The lemma holds for j= 1, as we have already seen. Next we 
prove it for j= 2, by proving a more general statement: given any two 
nonsingular symmetric matrices Qr, Q2, such that the polynomial IQ1 - hQ2] 
has no roots in GF(q), the set {Q,}~I{Q,} has m2n_1 points. 
The 9 + 1 quadrics { Q,},<Q, - hQ2}, X ranging through GF(q), are non- 
degenerate by assumption. By Lemma 1, any two of them intersect on the 
same set, the cardinal&y of which we denote by y. Moreover, these quadrics 
span the geometry: if x’Qrx = u * 0 and xTQzx = v f 0, the quadric {Q, - 
(u/v)Q2} contains the point x. Thus we obtain the equation 
(9 + l)(m2, - Y)+y=m,,+,, 
whence y = mzn_ 1. 
Now we proceed by induction: we assume the lemma to be true for j- 1 
and j and show that it is also valid for j-t 1. 
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Let Qkl,Qkz,...,Qk, +I E 2 be independent, 2 < j< 2n. Also let 
Aj-l= :fII (Qk2), 
j+l 
Aj+l= 17 {Q”‘}. 
i=l 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
lAj-11 = m2npj+2 
and 
=m 2n-j+l for any h E GF(q). 
Any two or more of the 9 + 1 quadrics (Qkj}, {Qk,+l - AQkj} meet on the 
same set, by Lemma 1. As a consequence, the common intersection of A,_i 
and any two of the above is the same set, viz. Ai+‘. On the other hand, the 
9 + 1 quadrics in question span the geometry, and as such, their intersections 
with A jpr span A j_ i. Therefore 
(9 +l)(m2npj+l -IAj+lO+lAj+ll=m2n-j+2* 
This equation yields 1 A j + r 1 = m2n _ j, completing the induction. n 
In particular, the intersection of 2n independent quadrics from (2) is a 
point, while the intersection of 2n + 1 independent quadrics is empty. 
At this point it should be mentioned that although the intersection of j 
independent quadrics from {5L?} has the same number of points as a nonde- 
generate quadric in PG(2n - j+ 1,9), the intersection of quadrics is not a 
quadric: actual examples show that an intersection of j such quadrics is not 
contained in a subspace PG(2n - j+ 1,9) of PG(2n, 9). 
Next we need to establish a fact concerning Singer difference sets [5]. 
Let D={d,,d,,..., dk} be a set of integers module o such that every 
a z 0 (mod v) can be expressed in exactly A ways in the form dj - d j E a 
(mod u), where di, d i E D. Then D is a (u, k, X)-difference set. 
Consider GF(q” j as 
1, Z, z2 ,..., z”-l, z being a 
can be written as a vector: 
an n-dimensional vector space V with basis 
primitive root. Every nonzero element of GF(q”) 
zi=a +ax+ 0 1 . . . + a,_lzn-l E V, ai E GF(9). 
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Let an (n - l)-dimensionaI subspace of V consist of m,_, vectors zjr, r = 
1,2,...,m,_r (we do not distinguish between zjr and czjr, c E GF(q), c * 0). 
Singer’s theorem states that the exponents j, form an ( mn, m,_ 1, m,_,)dif- 
ference set. 
Let now U, be an (n - l)-dimensional subspace of V, and let W c U, be 
an (n - 2)dimensional subspace. W is the intersection of 9 + 1 (n - l> 
dimensional subspaces U, , U,, . . . , U,, where the exponents of z in each Uj 
form a difference set Dj, j = 0, 1, . . . , 9.0necanfind9numberssj,j=l,2 ,..., 9, 
such that 
Dj=Do-sj. 
Here, Do - sj represents the set obtained by subtracting sj from each number 
in D,,. 
Let U,={z’r:r=1,2 ,..., m,_,}. Also, let W=(z”r:r=1,2 ,..., mn_s}, 
and denote 
S={i,,i, ,..., i,,_,}. 
We have S = 17 ?_,Dp because W = f7 ~_JJ.. Therefore S c Dj for all j, 
whence S + sj c r3 o for all j. This argument lea d s to the fact that the following 
sets, while not necessarily mutually disjoint, are all subsets of D,,: 
Now let 
Z’=uz’,+z’r+Sl (1) 
for some fixed r and a, a E GF( 9), a * 0. We have t E Do, because all linear 
combinations of elements in U,, are again in U,. (1) is equivalent to 
z t--i,+il = uzi, + zil+s~, 1=1,2 ,..., 
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This shows that E c DO, E being defined as follows: 
E={t-i,+i,,t-i,+i, ,..., t ,..., t-i,+i,“_z}. 
Therefore E = Sj for some fixed j* 0,l; sj= t - i,. Thus t = i, + si’ and (1) 
becomes 
zsi = a + 2s’. 
As a ranges through the nonzero elements of GF(q), sj ranges through the set 
{s‘&,...,sJ. 
We have thus shown that for any j= 1,2,. . . ,9, there is an element 
a E GF(9) such that 
ZSJ = a + ZS’. (2) 
Reminder: no distinction is being made in this context between z i and cz i, 
c E GF(q), c * 0; in other words, all the exponents of z are taken module m,. 
Back to our PG(2n, 9), 9 odd. Denote u =g(rn2n+l + 1). Q being a 
primitive root of GF(Q~“+‘), Q” zn+l is a primitive root of the subfield GF(9) 
consisting of the scalar matrices. Thus Q”‘2n+l = cZ and then 
Q2” = Q%.+l+l = CQ, CEGF(~), c*O. (3) 
Let a be a point of PG(2n, 9) which satisfies a E (Q”}; this means 
aTQ”a = 0. Then it is an easy check, based on (3), that 
Qroa E {Q’-‘) for any r. (4) 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 1. In PG(2n, 9) with 9 odd, any 2n - 1 independent 9ua.drics 
jkrn { $22) intersect on a (9 + l)-cup. 
Proof. Let {Qjl),{Qjz>, . . . , { Qhn} be independent quadrics from (2}, and 
let the point a, be their intersection. The set n $!!; ‘{Qjr} consists of 9 + 1 
points, by Lemma 2: a,, a,, . . . ,a,. Without loss of generality, it suffices to 
prove that the points a,, a,, a,, are not collinear for any 1 = 2,. . . ,9. 
If we denote the m2,, linear combinations of Q”, . . . , Qhn by Qjr, r = 
1,2,...,m2, (Qjr and cQjr are considered identical because they give rise to 




same quadric), the exponents j, form an ( msn+ r, ma,,, msn _ r )-difference 
Do. The set {h,...,&_r} is included in exactly 9 + 1 difference sets 
,D 1 ,..., D,,whereDi=D,-sj,j=O,l ,..., q(weconsidersa=O). 
Let a, = I? i E ,,<Q’}, I = 0, 1, . . . ,9. This means that 
a, = E {p-s!}, Z=O,l,..., 9. (5) 
r=l 
On the other hand, we know that aa = f~ :1,{Qjr}, and this implies, by (4), 
that 
Q Wa0 = Z=O,l,..., 9. (6) 
Upon comparing (5) and (6) we see that 
a, = QSlaaO, Z=O,l,..., 9. 
Hence, if a,, a r, a I are collinear, one can find three nonzero elements a, /I, y E 
GF(9) such that 
(al + /3Q”l” + yQSl”)ao = 0. 
The matrix coefficient of a, must therefore be singular. But that matrix, 
unless it is the zero matrix, is a member of 2, and no member of $L is singular. 
Hence the matrix in question is the zero matrix, and therefore Q”‘” is a linear 
combination of I and Qsla: 
Q”‘” = SZ + EQQO, S,&‘O. 
Squaring, and using (3) we obtain 
,$‘QS! = S2Z + 2&QSla + e2cS’QS’. (7) 
On the other hand, by (2), we have 
Q”’ = aZ + Q”’ for some a E GF(9). (8) 
Combining (7) and (8), we get Q”‘” as a linear combination of Q”’ and I: 
Q”‘” = vQS’ + .$I. (9) 
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Squaring (9) and using (3) again, we obtain 
CS~Q*~= "2Q2s '+2v5Q'1+ E21. (IO) 
We see that u, 5 * 0, for if either of them were 0, (10) would imply that Q”l is 
a scalar matrix, which is false. 
Therefore (10) shows that Q”* satisfies a second degree equation over 
GF(9). But this is a contradiction, because GF(q’“+‘) does not possess a 
GF(9’) subfield. We conclude that a,,a,,al are not collinear. n 
We wish to add that the (9 + we have just obtained tonics, 
if only the 9 + 1 points involved 
natural one-to-one correspondence 
between 
follows: The {Qi} = {a,Z + urQ + . . . + corresponds 
Hi: aOxO + alxl + . . . + u~~x~,, = 0. Since any 2n independent 
quadrics from {5?) intersect on one point, the above correspondence defines a 
mapping of the point set of PG(Zn, 9) onto itself, in which the point 
n f”r{Qjl} (where Q”,...,Q”n are independent) and the point n F!!,H$ are 
images of each other. 
Thus we have a new Desarguesian geometry PG(Zn, 9) on the same set of 
points, with a different incidence relation and a new family of subspaces. 
Specifically, the m-dimensional subspaces, 0 6 m < Zn, are the intersections 
of 2n - m independent quadrics from (22). 
We have therefore established 
THEOREMS. In a Desurguesiun projective geometry 4 = (9, C, 4) of even 
dimension and odd order 9, there exists a family C’ of (9 + l)-caps and un 
incidence relation 4’ c '?? X f' such that g’ = (9, C’, g’) is a projectivegeome- 
try isomorphic to 4. 
Next we observe the following duality: the members of C are caps in 9’, 
much as the members of c were caps in 9. Thus the question naturally arises 
whether it is possible to obtain C as a family of (9 + l)-caps of 9’ via quadrics 
in 4’. In other words, 9’ having been obtained from 9, we would like to be 
able to find a symmetric matrix Q over GF(9) with irreducible characteristic 
polynomial, such that if we consider the family 5? = { Qi : i = 0, 1, . . . , mzn+ 1 - 
l}, the intersection of any 2n - 1 independent quadrics from (9) is a member 
of C. This feat, however, tempting though it may sound, cannot be achieved 
in general, as the following counterexample illustrates: 
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Consider PG(2,3) on 13 points; its points are 
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x= x1 . 
i I x2 
Let 
it has characteristic polynomial x3 - x2 + x + 1, primitive irreducible over 
GF(3). Q generates the conic family {2}, i.e. a family I?’ of 13 4arcs, as in 
Theorem 2. Each arc <Qi> = (a,Z + uiQ + a2Q2} is identified with the line 
a,y, + u,y, + a,y, = 0. In the y-system, the 13 lines of PG(2,3) become arcs 
(tonics). Through a suitable change of coordinates (from y to z), one of these 
tonics, specifically the line x0 = 0, becomes the conic {I}: 2,” + zt + .zi = 0. 
Here is a complete list of the 13 tonics (in z-coordinates); the first is {I}: 
1 -1 















1I 11 0 1 
-1 1 
-l,o , 
ii 11 1 1 
-1 -1 
1, 0 
1 it 1 1 
0 1 
0,l 9 
ii 11 1 1 
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Given any conic on this list, except {I), one can find a symmetric matrix 
R with irreducible characteristic polynomial [over GF(3)], such that the 
respective conic is {R}: xrRx = 0. But it is not possible to find a symmetric 
matrix Q such that the 12 tonics under discussion are 
{Qi}:x’Qix=O, i=1,2 ,..., 12. 
About PG(2n - 1, q) with q odd: the canonical form of a nondegenerate 
quadric is in this case either 
xi + xf + . *. + x;,_1 = 0, 
or 
x;+x:+ ... +t~n-2+uX;,_1=0, v a nonsquare 
[2, p. 1001. Accordingly, the cardinality of a nondegenerate quadric is 
(q”-l + l)(q” - l)/(q - 1) or (q” + l)(q”-l - l)/(q - l), respectively [2, p. 
1091. This lack of uniformity precludes the possibility of obtaining “nice” 
configurations in this case. 
As for q even, a nondegenerate quadric X’QX = 0 in PG (n, q), q even, is 
defined by a singular, nonsymmetric matrix Q, so that our approach is bound 
to fail. Since, nevertheless, the cardinality of a nondegenerate quadric in 
PG(2n, q), q = 2t, is still mzn [2, p. 1091, one might conceivably find a 
collection 2 consisting of 2n + 1 independent matrices and their man + r linear 
combinations, such that any j independent quadrics from { 2}, 0 < j 6 2n + 1, 
still intersect on m 2n ,+l points (as in Lemma 2) and such that, moreover, _ 
any 2n - 1 independent quadrics from (2) intersect on a (q + l)-cap. Our 
attempts at finding such a collection have not met with success, though, 
except in the simple case of PG(2,2) on 7 points. 
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